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ATRMOSPHERE
PROJECTION

THE PERFORMANCE AS &A SYMPHONIC wWHOLE:

Continue the line of Antin in connection with the

group and the steeds. We must see and understand oach line —

it is important for everyone to know what is going on in each

part in order that they may be part of the whole. The feol—

ing of thoss who are near and those who are far away will all

be developed in our group work. These subtle things are very

necesesary to be felt by the actor. Each movement on the part

of the actor must be an event, then we will really have a

symphonic whole.

The audilence understands much more than we think, arnd

if an actor creates his part from his imagination, the audience

will follow him and be with him. Therefore, such small sketches

as we are doing now are absolutely important for the future

of the play because as we are doing tham, we are really

acting — it is real action.

THE FEELING OF TRUTHAI

Antin is going through hell whon he is with his

brothers. Then he receivos a spiritual spark, and he becomes

silver, and he is free of his brothers. You must react to

avery moment. You must be with, bein every movement. #hen

you find the fgeling of truth, you will be very slad on the
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stage, but you will never be glad on the stage if you only

have an abstract feeling about what is happening there. You

must react to the real happenings, not in an abstract way ,

but with full energsy and a realization of the thing which is

happening. You must appreciate what is going on. Actors

always show their weakest points first; when they first zget

the part, their weakest points are seen because they are the

most comfortable, the easiest, and the most natural things for

the actor to do.

Our exerckses in concentration help us to sae, to

be_with — we should react to each movement because we are able

to be so concentrated that each movement means something for

ug« Fach movement must be an event. It is when we are abstract

that nothing touches us. Ne must have the feeling of truth —

this does not mean that we must be naturalistic — only the

feeling of truth must be there. The importance of the actor

on the stage depends upon the space around him.

ATMOSPHEREq

First Exertise:

Let us imagine an sndless filat plain on which there

is a long, straight road. You are walking alonsg this road with

a feeling of helplesmness. It is raining and the atmogsphere

is cold, groy—blue. The second atmosphere is that of a very

brilliant ballroom in which everything is véry light and say,
with very modern music and everyone in very bemutiful clothss.
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In this imazge of saiety and feeling of elegance, imagine that

it is 2130 in the morning. Then 4130, with a feeling of

tiredness, and a desperate effort not to show it. Then it is

6100 in the morning, and there is an awful feeling of sleepiness

and a desire to leave and so home. In this mood of dislike

for one another, lisaten to some insipid music, using it as an

excuse to escape for a feow moments. Then someone announces

the last dance. with a feeling of z2 last effort we zget through

it and end on a nots of relief that we can &o home to our

family, our dog, our bed, etc.

_Colden Steed:

The play tegins under the sarth — under the staze.

e must have the feeling that we start from the lowest place

under the clrfh. but that we push upwards throughout the play

to the highest point. The first evil moment is filled with

the words of the Second The "Quist, quiet" of the crowd

is the first sign of the fisht betw#en evil and good .

PROJECTION :

¥e must always appeal to the invisible part of our

body when we are acting. For instance, a poor actor will point

with his finger and say, "Go," but the command will end at the

tip of his finger; while the actor who is doing somethins more

than just gesture, will project somethins with his words, and

the feeling will go on. You must always find something under

the material, then you will find the right way to move tho
1
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material. Incorporation of images, concentrate on your character,

and elaborate your images.


